
From: Turpin Theatre Staff

To: Casts & Crews of Pride & Prejudice and Into the Woods

Thank you for auditioning and/or interviewing for Pride & Prejudice and Into the Woods. The
Directors and Staff of Turpin Theatre truly appreciate the time, dedication, and effort that you put
into this process. Creating the cast and crew lists has involved some very difficult decisions for us.
Know that we take each individual’s audition, interview and callback as a testament to their goals as
an artist. We have carefully built a cast and a crew that best meets the needs of this show, and are
excited to begin the rehearsal process!

The first rehearsal for Pride & Prejudice is Monday, December 4th, from 4:00pm to 7:00 p.m. in
the Orchestra Room. You are required to be there for informational purposes and to begin the
process of creating a superior production. We will be taking program headshots for ALL students
involved in Pride & Prejudice this evening, so please wear a plain black shirt and be ready to look
professional.

There is a parent meeting this same night as well. Inform your parents that the meeting will be
from 6:00pm to 7:00pm in the cafeteria. They should attend so they can receive information about
your, and their, participation in the production.

REMEMBER
● You or your parent/guardian must bring your $70 show fee to one of these meetings.
● You and your parent/guardian MUST sign both the Expectation and Permission forms

before this meeting. These can be found on either the audition or interview webpages.
● Remember to wear or bring a PLAIN BLACK SHIRT for your headshot.

We use an online scheduling and communication platform called Virtual Callboard to organize
schedules and information for our productions: www.ths.vcallboard.com. You will receive a
Welcome email from this site soon.

If you have any additional questions, please take the weekend to gather your thoughts, after which
you can contact Mr. Loebker (JoeyLoebker@foresthills.edu), Alec Bowling
(alecbowling@gmail.com), or Evan DiTullio (ditullioe@gmail.com).

Thank you again for your participation in this production. We look forward to working with you!

- Joey Loebker, Alec Bowling, Emma-Middleton Loebker, Evan DiTullio
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